A Goal-Oriented Program Driven By Partnership

DESCO

Transform CE from a Cost Center into a "Cost Avoidance Center"

Find out what your total spend is and how to bend the costs down.

DESCO has facilitated an average of 40.5% in cost savings for healthcare facilities by improving vendor consolidation and increasing medical equipment contract and capital acquisition efficiencies.

A proactive approach with sustainability in mind ensures the safety of medical equipment and focuses on patient care.

By realigning staff, establishing service delivery expectations and reducing outside contract spend, DESCO produced a cost savings of 30% while improving up-time to an independent radiology practice with seven locations.

For expert consultation that will determine the best solution for your hospital.

Contact DESCO for assistance.

WWW.DESCOMED.COM

National Corporate Headquarters: 124 Main Street
Norfolk, MA 02056
800.845.0606